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Abstract 
 
This research is concerned with the use of Statistical Process Control (SPC) charts 
for detecting a discrete time change-point in parameter in quality control and 
surveillance problems. The most popular characteristics of a control chart are 
Average Run Length (ARL) and Average Delay (AD) used for comparing the 
performance of different control charts. We used the analytical closed-form 
formulas based on martingale technique (Sukparungsee and Novikov 2006, 2008) 
and numerical integral equations (Srivastava and Wu, 1997) obtained by 
Gauss-Legendre rule for evaluating the ARL and AD in the case of Gaussian 
observations. In particular, we developed numerical algorithm for finding optimal 
parameters of Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) procedure. 
Furthermore, this developed algorithm can be numerically approximated the 
overshoot which the distribution of this overshoot is unknown. The numerical 
results are compared with the algorithm which combined the results from the 
martingale and the Monte Carlo simulations which is very time consuming. 
Moreover, the developed algorithm obviously takes the computational time much 
less than the former technique. 
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1 Introduction 
 
   Traditionally, Statistical Process Control (SPC) charts are widely implemented 
in monitoring and improving quality of production in industry manufacturing. The 
areas of their applications, however, are also widely implemented in epidemiology 
(Sitter et al., 1990) health care (Frisén, 1992; Hillson et al., 1998) finance 
(Ergashev, 2003; Golosnoy and Schmid, 2006) environmental sciences 
(Basseville and Nikiforov, 1993) and in other fields of applications. In this paper, 
we discuss the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) chart which is 
used for detecting small changes of parameters (Roberts, 1959; Crowder, 1987; 
Lucas and Saccucci; 1990).  
 One of the common characteristics of control charts is Average Run Length 
(ARL) or a mean of false alarm. Ideally, an acceptable ARL of in-control process 
should be enough large. Otherwise it should be small when the process is 
out-of-control, so-called Average of Delay Time (ADT) or a mean of true alarm. 
Many approaches for evaluating ARL and ADT for EWMA procedure have been 
studied in the literature. Roberts (1959 who first introduced EWMA by using 
Monte Carlo simulations (MC), derived nomograms for the ARL in case of 
Gaussian observations. Brook and Evans (1972) evaluated the Average Run 
Length of EWMA by using a finite-state Markov Chain Approach (MCA). A 
system of Integral Equation (IE) to find both ARL and ADT was initially 
implemented by Crowder (1987). Later, Lucas and Saccucci (1990) intensive 
studied to approximate ARL by using a finite-state Markov Chain and also 
extended to use head start for Fast Initial Response (FIR). Besides, Borror et al. 
(1972) used MCA to examine the ARL of EWMA chart for both skewed and 
symmetric heavy-tailed non-normal distributions. In addition, Sukparungsee and 
Areepong (2009, 2010) used numerical integral equations for evaluation the ARL 
and ADT of EWMA chart for Weibull and Log-Normal distributions. 
Nevertheless, martingale approach could be approximated the ARL and ADT for 
Light-tailed distributions of EWMA procedure (see details in Sukparungsee and 
Novikov; 2006, 2008). An Exponential EWMA procedure was introduced by Gan 
(1998) who calculated the ARL by using the differential equations. 
 In the literature one can find at least four numerical procedures for evaluating 
ARL and ADT: Monte Carlo simulation (MC), Markov Chain Approach (MCA) 
Integral Equations (IE) and Martingale approaches.  
 MC is simple to program but usually it is very time consuming to run. 
Moreover, it is difficult to use for optimisation though it is convenient to control 
accuracy of analytical approximations.  
 MCA is considered as the most popular technique (see Lucas and Saccucci, 
1990). It is based on use of matrix inversions for approximating Markov Chain. In 
addition there are no theoretical results on accuracy of this procedure in terms of 
rate of convergence. 
 IE is the most advanced method but it requires intensive programming to 
implement even for the case of Gaussian distribution and also for the continuous  
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observations (also see Crowder, 1987; Srivastava and Wu, 1997; Knoth, 2006). 
 Martingale is to be supreme method but it could be implemented for the case 
of light-tailed distributions or the moment generating function exits (see details in 
Novikov, 1990; Sukparungsee and Novikov; 2006, 2008).  
 In this paper we suggest to exploit an integration of closed-form formula by 
martingale technique and numerical integral equations relation for evaluating the 
expectations of alarm times. Furthermore, this integration can be found the 
optimal parameters of EWMA designs. We also propose a new algorithm which 
combined the numerical results from martingale and numerical integral equations 
with take the computational times much less than the old algorithm (see e.g. 
Sukparungsee and Areepong, 2009). 
 
 
2 Characteristics Control Charts 
 
   It is generally supposed that a parameter (i.e. mean) of independent 
observations is to be sustained at its target value but in reality, this parameter 
could change at any unanticipated time ( )θ .  One of the commonly important 
characteristics for SPC charts is Average Run Length (ARL) – the expectation of 
false alarm times ( )τ  should be sufficient large if the process is in-control state 
and a small ARL when the process is out-of-control state, so-called Average of 
Delay Time (ADT) - the expectation of delay times (true alarm times). The 
function of ARL and ADT can be written in the following form: 

 ( )τ∞≈ ≥ARL E T,                (2.1) 
where τ  is given and 
 ( )θτ τ θ τ θ≈ ≤ − + ≥1ADT E ( ) E 1 ,        (2.2) 

where θE (.)  is the expectation under distribution αF(x, )  (out-of-control) and 
α  is the value of parameter after the change-point. 
 The Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) procedure was 
introduced by Roberts (1959).  It is usually used to monitor and detect a small 
change in a process mean. Crowder (1987), Lucas and Saccucci (1990), Gan 
(1998) and Knoth (2006) have given detailed discussions and numerical 
comparisons for characteristics of EWMA procedure. The EWMA for the discrete 
time case is defined by the following recursion: 
 λ λξ−= − + =t t 1 tX (1 )X ,   t 1,  2,  ... ,  

where smoothing parameter λ∈(0,1)  and ξ t  are  i.i.d. Gaussian distributed. 
The target mean is supposed to be steady and the initial value is usually chosen to 
be the process mean α0 .  The alarm times for one-sided EWMA procedure is the 
following: 
 { }τ = > >H tinf t 0 : X H  
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and the alarm times for two-sided EWMA procedure is the following: 

 { }γ = > >H tinf t 0 : X H .  

The ARL of the EWMA chart depends on the control limit ( )H  and the 
smoothing parameter( )λ . Moreover, the optimal design parameters ( )λ , H  are 
given by minimizing ADT under constraint (1). Therefore the ARL and ADT are 
two conflicting criteria that must be balanced to give optimal designs of control 
chart. 
 
 
3 Evaluation Methods for Average Run Length 

 

3.1 Martingale technique 

Recall a process tM  is a martingale with respect to the filtration tF  if 

<∞tE | M |  and ( )= ≥t s sE(M | F ) M  ,   P-a.s. ,    t s  
The application of martingales to study characteristics of stopping times is based 
on the martingale stopping theorem: 
 =t 0E(M ) M ,  
which is valid for all bounded of stopping times ( )τ .   
 Further we suppose that ( ) ,E ξ α∞ =1 0  ( ) ,g x x Xα= − =0 0 0  and the 
following condition holds: 

 ( )i u uuE e e θψξ
θ = < ∞      for any  ( ),u∈ ∞0 ,  

where ∞=θ  (“in-control” case) or 1=θ  (“out-of-control” case). This 
condition implies that ( ) ( )ax

iP x o eξ −> =  as ∞→x  for any 0>a  (we call 
this as a light-tailed distribution property). 
Set 

 ( )
( )

( ) ( ) ,
log

uuxQ x e e u duθϕθ λ

∞
− −= −

− ∫ 1

0

1
  1

1
,  

where 

 ( ) ( )( ).ku uθ θϕ ψ λ
∞

=
= −∑

k 0
  1         (3.1) 

Note that for the case ( )~ ,i Nξ α σ 2
0  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
, ( ) .u uu u uλ σ λ σϕ ϕ α α

λ λ∞ = = − +
− −

2 2 2 2

1 0            
4 2 4 2
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 The closed-form formulas of one-sided Gaussian EWMA for ARL and ADT 
are as follows:  

 
( ) ( )

λ
τ λτ

λ

−∞
− −= = −

− ∫
2u

uX1 4 2H
1 H

0

1
ARL E( ) u Ee 1  e du.

ln 1
   (3.2) 

 
( ) ( )

λατ λτ
λ

∞ − −− −= = −
− ∫

2u
uuX1 4 2H

1 H
0

1
ADT E( ) u Ee 1  e du.,     

ln 1
  (3.3) 

where ,
H

Z Hτ χ= + χ  is an overshoot of EWMA statistics and .u u CEe eχ λ≈   
 
 The closed-form formulas of two-sided Gaussian EWMA for ARL and ADT 
are as follows:  

 
( ) ( )

λ
λ

γγ
λ

−∞
− −= = −

− ∫
2u

1 4 2
2 H H

0

1
ARL E( ) u E(Cosh(uX 1  e du.

ln 1
  (3.4) 

 
( )

( )
λμγ λγ

λ

∞ − −− −= = −
− ∫

2u
u1 uX 4 2H

2 H
0

1
ADT E( ) u Ee 1  e du.,     

ln 1
  (3.5) 

where ,
H

X Hγ χ= + χ is an overshoot of EWMA statistics and .u u CEe eχ λ≈  
(see details in Sukparungsee and Novikov; 2006, 2008). 
 

3.2 Integral Equation technique 
Integral Equations were first used by Crowder (1987) for approximating ARL and 
ADT for Gaussian distribution. Later, Champ and Rigdon (1991) intensively 
studied them by comparing the run length distributions obtained from the IE and 
MCA approaches for the case of Gaussian distribution (for details see Gan, 1998; 
Srivastava and Wu, 1997). 
 We assume that the system is in-control at time t  if the EWMA statistic 

tX  is in the range L t UH X H≤ ≤  and out-of-control if t UX H>  or ,t LX H<  
where LH  is a constant lower bound and UH  is a constant upper bound. We 
also assume that the system is initially in an in-control state u , i.e. uX =0  and 

.UL HuH ≤≤  
 We now define a function ( )G u  as follows: 
   ( ), 0( ) ,    ,L UG u E X uτ∞= =                      (3.6) 

where UL,τ  is the stopping time. Then )(uG  is the ARL for initial value .u  
There are two possibilities for 1X  after the first observation, 1ξ  is made. If 1ξ  
gives an out-of-control value for ,1X  then 

.)1(Xor      )1( 101101 LU HXHXX <+−=>+−= λξλλξλ  
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In this case the run length will be 1 because there will be an immediate 
out-of-control signal. If 1ξ  gives 1X  in an in-control state, then 
 .)1( 10 UL HXH <+−< λξλ                              (3.7) 
 Then one observation will have been made and on average 

))1(()( 101 λξλ +−= XGXG  more observations will be made before an 
out-of-control signal occurs.  The inequality (9) can be rewritten in the form 

 .
)1()1( 0

1
0

λ
λ

ξ
λ

λ XHXH UL −−
<<

−−
        (3.8) 

 The probability that 1ξ  satisfies the bounds in Equation (3.8) for a 
probability distribution function )( 1ξf  is given by: 

,)(    
)1()1(

0

0

)1(

)1(

0
1

0 ∫
−−

−−

=⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −−

<<
−− λ

λ

λ
λλ

λ
ξ

λ
λ

XH

XH

UL

U

L

dxxf
XHXH

P  

where )(xf  is the probability density function. 
 Then, following the method given in Champ and Rigdon (1991) if we let 
initial uX =0  and make the substitution ,tx ξ=  we can rewrite the formula for 
the )(uG  defined in Equation (3.6) as follows: 

( )( )( )

( )( ) ,)(11         

)(-11             

)1()1(1)(

)1(

)1(

)1(

)1(

1

∫

∫

−−

−−

−−

−−

+−+=

+++

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −−

<<
−−

−=

λ
λ

λ
λ

λ
λ

λ
λ

λλ

λ

λ
λ

ξ
λ

λ

uH

uH

uH

uH

UL

U

L

U

L

dxxfxuG

dxxfxuG

uHuHPuG

 
or finally, on changing the integration variable. The function  

 .)1()(11)( dxuxfxGuG
U

L

H

H
∫ ⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −−

+=
λ
λ

λ
       (3.9) 

Note that the ADT also can be found from Equation (3.8) where )(xf  is the 
probability density function with an out-of-control parameter .α  
 In general, the Equation (3.9) cannot be solved analytically for )(uG  and it 
is necessary to use numerical methods to solve them. The quadrature rule is used 
to approximate the integral by a finite sum. Any quadrature rule is defined by a set 
of points { ,  1,  2,  ...,  }ja j m=  on the interval [ , ]L UH H  and a set of constant 
weights { ,  1,  2,  ...,  }.jw j m=  The approximation for an integral is of the form: 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ),
U

L

H m

j j
jH

W x g x dx w g a
=

≈ ∑∫
1

        (3.10) 

where )(xW  and )(xg  are given functions. Different choices for the function 
)(xW  which are the sets of points and weights define different quadrature rules. 

The quadrature rules that are used to obtain numerical solution of Integral 
Equations for ARL of EWMA are midpoint rule, trapezoidal rule, Simpson’s rule 
and Gauss-Legendre rule. In next section, the numerical results from these 
techniques are compared and presented. 
 Using the quadrature rules, a numerical approximation )(~ uG  is obtained for 
Integral Equation as a system of linear algebraic equations: 

 ∑
=

=⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −−
+=

m

j

ij
jji mi

aa
faGwaG

1
. ..., ,2 ,1   ,

)1(
)(~11)(~

λ
λ

λ
   (3.11) 

(see detail in Areepong and Sukparungsee, 2010). 
 

3.3 Algorithm for finding optimal parameter 
1. For given T and out-of-control parameter α  use Equation (3.2 and 3.4 for 

ARL1 and ARL2) with the constant C = 0.583 as an initial approximation. Find a 

“first approximation” ( )* *, Hλ  for the optimal parameters that minimise ADT 
from Equation (3.3 and 3.5 for ADT1 and ADT2) by using Mathematica command 

“FindRoot” as inverse function of ( )Hλ λ=  and “FindMinimun” as a 
minimal AD.  

2. Using Integral Equation from Equation (3.11) with ( )* *, Hλ  to find the 
corresponding “true” ARL.  

3. Find an improved approximation for the constant C%  with “ARL” from 
Step 2  

4. Repeat Step 1 with the value of the constant C%  obtained from Step 3. 

Finally, a “second approximation” ( ), Hλ% %  is obtained for the set of optimal 
parameters under the constraint ARL = T. 
 
 
4 Results 

 
The results from purposed algorithm- combining martingale and integral 

equation approaches for finding optimal parameter of one-sided Gaussian EWMA 
procedure are compared with old algorithm- combining martingale and Monte 
Carlo simulation approaches to verify that the accuracy of new algorithm is good 
agreement with the old ones. Furthermore, the purposed algorithm takes time 
much less than the latter algorithm obviously is demonstrated in Table 1. The  
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purposed algorithm can be obtained choices of optimal parameters of one-sided 
Gaussian EWMA procedure which given α0 = 0, a variety of magnitudes of 
changes α = 0.5 and 1.0 with given T = 500 and 1000. In addition, the new 
algorithm can be showed an optimal parameter (λ ) by calibrating curves of ADT 
which a minimal ADT will give an optimal parameter as Figure 1. 

 
Table 1: Optimal parameters of one-sided Gaussian EWMA designs from old 
algorithm and purposed algorithm 

T α λ H C 

 

ADT ARL CPU 

Times c 

500 0.50 0.0567 0.4178 0.2687 24.9810 484.95 

± 0.275d 

51310.20a 

0.0496 0.3646 0.5967 23.1172 500.005 1101.63b 

 1.00 0.1529 0.7775 0.5254 9.009 496.494 

± 0.228 

55558.27 

0.1529 0.7625 0.6232 8.726 500.118 532.448 

1000 0.25 0.0469 0.4237 0.4762 31.575 938.558 

± 0.785 

94763.67 

0.0454 0.3914 0.5947 28.470 1000.01 1142.501 

 0.50 0.1346 0.7968 0.4460 10.705 982.724 

± 0.99 

102550.7 

0.1346 0.7730 0.6166 10.17 1000.17 734.751 

a 
old algorithm           

b
 purposed algorithm 

                  c
seconds

                   d
sd. 

 

 
The new algorithm robust to two-sided EWMA charts which can be obtained 

optimal parameters as shown in Table 2. The comparison of the performance of 
old algorithm and new algorithm are studied by given α0 = 0, a variety of 
magnitudes of changes α = 0.25 and 0.5 with fixed T = 200, 370 and 1000.  
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a. α = 0.5, T = 500        b. α = 1.0, T = 500 

c. α = 0.25, T = 1000        d. α = 0.5, T = 1000 

Figure 1: Curves of optimal λ  given minimal ADT of purposed algorithm for 
one-sided Gaussian EWMA chart 

 
 

5 Conclusion 
 
The new algorithm has developed to obtain optimal parameters for one and 

two-sided EWMA designs when observations are Gaussian distributed. The new 
algorithm is combined the results obtained from martingale and Integral Equation 
approaches which the old algorithm is combined the results from martingale and 
simulation approaches. Also, the efficiency of different quadrature rules have 
examined that can be used for numerical integration. These rules are the midpoint 
rule, the trapezoidal rule, Simpson's rule and the Gauss-Legendre rule. For most of 

our calculations we have used the Gauss-Legendre rule because this rule has better 
error bounds than the midpoint, trapezoidal and Simpson's rules. The suggested 
algorithm obviously takes the computational times much less than the old 
algorithm and this algorithm is also robust to the two-sided EWMA designs. 
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Table 2: Optimal parameters of two-sided Gaussian EWMA designs from old 
algorithm and purposed algorithm 
 

T α λ H C 

 

ADT ARL CPU 

Times c 

200 0.25 0.0194 0.1789 0.6189 52.2208 200.75 

± 0.419d 

7784.75a 

0.0194 0.1794 0.5912 52.1878 200.000 309.12b 

0.50 0.0573 0.3880 0.6231 21.8341 200.107 

± 0.197 

7779.41 

0.0573 0.3894 0.5997 21.7039 200.005 317.467 

370 0.25 0.0172 0.1922 0.6208 66.5934 370.535 

± 0.35 

14326.6 

0.0172 0.1928 0.5890 66.6276 370.001 285.686 

0.50 0.0502 0.3984 0.6201 26.3752 370.968 

± 0.37 

14241.9 

0.0502 0.3996 0.5966 26.1805 370.005 323.718 

1000 0.25 0.0139 0.2051 0.567 93.1947 1000.11 

± 0.97 

37887.1 

0.0139 0.2048 0.5869 93.4561 1000.00 338.507 

0.50 0.0406 0.4089 0.5363 34.6217 999.17 

± 0.99 

37838.3 

0.0406 0.4066 0.5930 34.2538 1000.01 345.109 

a 
old algorithm           

b
 purposed algorithm 

                  c
seconds

                   d
sd. 
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